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CABLE TELEVISION AND THE

PROMISE OF P,JBLIC ACCESS

-Public access has a lo of shortcomings. I don't
know how effective it s. -It's a very attractive
bastard child. Nobod, is really taking responsi-,
ibility for it and nobody is really caring for it,'
A

Access_to media! The war cYylgets louder and louder

for an increasing number of people expressing concern about

the individual citizen's. involvement with and participation'''.

. in this country's developing communications systems. The

broadcasting media have developedas one way modes of com-

munication. Very simply, the basic premise has been that

the message always comes from "thee to "us." In television,

thelimits of our involvemeht with the medium'have most often

ended at the individual decision to turn on or off the set,

or to switch channels. Beyond thisy we have been told, in

not so many words, that ;the public has little recourse in

voicing opinion about what-will be on their television sets.

The movement towards more citizen a cess to media has been

spurred on by the realization thatAis no longer need

the case:
4_

To many, a stronE democratic p rocesa,is exemplified

by a system where citizen input directly reflects and initiates

media output. The access movemeh assumes an activerather0

I 3 ,



than passive role fqr the individual in the ihfOlmation dis-

semination process. That is, the/individual can actually put

(program) information into t e system. r.

.Public interest media:groups were hopeful that a major

1

breakthTqugh in tthe Area of citizen access to media had

occurred when the Federal Communications Coimission made pro-
.

----zasion for the development of,access*channels. Specifically,

the FCC, has required, as. .of March 31; 19725, that each new

cable systeM in thetop 100 markets furnish three access-

channels; one each for the public; education and local goy-
,

ernment. For systems outside the top 100 markets, that began' .

1

operating after March 31, 1972, municipalities can requfre .

.'

the same minimum access provisions. Systems operating prior

to'the effective date of the rules have fi /years'(until
.

Marth 31, 1977) in Ihith.to meef,--the:_n reciuirements. Ze

)

systems are said'to be "grandfathered.' but) if at any time

prior to the 1977 deadline they chooSe to take advantage of

the'new cable-Pules so as to caty additional broadcast

chahnels they must also theecap0/6he access channels:2

FCC's access rules may:4ell offer the public a po-
,

tential'for-information and educational services never before
-

,..

realized by commerciaA ,broadcasting, however, the burden of
.' ...-:

V /
realizing that potential remains firmly on the public_2_,Ak .

the outset of the XtIlemaking, it was - assumed that-,,,the devel-

. t
./

_

7....----__-

opment of the aces channels was definitely a step in the
.

....

.

-0 L

right direction in so far as the publit interest was concerned,

F.
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In light of the past three years experiences with the access

channels, a re-examination of this assumption, at the very

least, Seeills important at this time.

The need to re-examine the access provisions seems

obvious when considering the relatively litited use which

has been' made of the access channels. In addition,_ the

impending need to look at the matter now stems from the fact

that the access rules proposed by the FCC are exploratory in

nature. The rules are set for review by the,FCC in 1977.

The FCC, at that time, will either decide to keep the access-

provisions as they are, drop them, or change them., Cable

operators are alread'y designing tactical maneuvers to avoid

compliance with the access rules by 1977. The FCC has called

for comments on whether or not to. postpone the March 31, 1977

deadline for compliance with the system rebuild requirements

(access requirements include0).3

THE FAILURE OF ACCESS

From the outset it appeared that public access was one

of cable television's more encouraging prospects. The po-,

tential,, certainly, is there. With programming created by

local citizens for local citizens, and transmitted on cable

channels dedicated for that specific purpose, there was hope

by y that television may have finally found a way to

presen local issues and culture..

Th?, FCC rules provide that public access channels mist

5
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be available on the first-come, non-discriminatory basis.

Advertising, lotteries and obscene or Indecent material

prohibited. The cable operator m st ovide facilities for

live studio presentations for ive minutes or less free of

charge. Charges made Tor programs longer than five minutes,

as well as other fee "must be consistent with the goal of

affording the publica low cost means of television access."

With these bare prOvisions as a framework, it appears

that the FCC has put forth significant effort in an attempt

to encourage citizen'participation-in cable television.

Looking beyond the surface, howeyer, reveals some fundamental

problems. Succes,sful public access requires a re-orientation

of the public's concepts of television. Most people never

conceive of themselves as using-telvision for their own

purposes. They are very much used to being. acted upon by

the medium. To most people television is still a land of
,

o electronic. wizards ind technical mysteries, thus the public's
.

demystification will take-time.

Access to communications technolbgy does not necessarily
. ,

bring along with it the ability to irffectively communicate.

A cable system can meet the FCC rules for'public access by
y

providing One static camera in a studio aimed at the public
,

access soapbox. -In addition, the cable operatorneed only

give five minutes of tree accesa time to each applicant,

beyond this a 'fee may be charged. TO say that producing

effective programminE, under such conditions would be 'difficult

.` 6
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would' be understating the case.- Even with the, advent of half-
.

inch videotape portapak.technology, the problems of producing_

effective programming remain. The television audience has

been conditioned over years of watching commercial tEl-Tvisioa

to'expect slickly produced programming. In order fdr public

access programming 1j? become effective necessitates that some-

one watch it. Experience shows that next to no one is watch-

ing. In fact, on a public access channel in ew York, a

program wag cablecast accidentally without the sound. No

one evrle called to complain or inform the operator of the

eror, which' was discovered by the technician running the

tape near the end of the pro.7ram.5

For an audience to tch access proeramming, they have

to be aware of when part Cular programs will be shown. The

FCC rules have left wide open the problem of administering 44,

the public access channel and with it, the details of sched-

uling access programming. The cable operator is responsible

for the adnlinistration of the channel unless -the local ordi-

nance makes provision and gains FCC approval for an alter-

nate administrative system being set up for the channel.

Producing effective public access programming takes time,

money and a certain, level of technical sophlstiCation. Only

in New York -City, where experimental public,access proem

producers such as the Alternate Media Center, Open Channel,

Videofreex, and the. Rairldance Corporation hive been supported

by grant monies, have the quality and quantity of programming

4
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approached levels where the usefulness of the public, access

channels can/be evaluated.6. Even's() varyinv,-1a

opinions about the experiments in Ne Yo k cannot lead to

the designation of the public acces e periences there as

being either success or failure.

Over the past three ears e eMs` that thedi:incept of

6

public access has had trouble vetting 'off the grOund. To be

sure, there have been occasio al bright spots and a great'

deal of enthusiasm generated ound public access, however,

from the start it has been pla' ed by 'nadequacies. Prob em

such as insufficient and questio funding, poor planning,

questions of who should take respo ibility for administration .

4

of the public access' channel, programming of poor technical

quality and often boring-content ,(except to those relatives'"

and friends of the program prodUCers), and no audience, wl-N&

taken together, are enough to justify a -reappraisalof the

situation. A

L.
The educational access channels have been even more

sparsely.used than,the public access channels. The FCC has'

specified only that the channel is fox use by "local educa-

tional authorities."7 The'channel /s not exclusively for the

use of any one group-be it the public or educational broad-

caster, a school or other educational group. It is up to.

the cable operator to'decide who are the local educational

authorities within the area they are serving. The local

educational authorities must provide the programming for the'
0



educational access channel to the cable operator who will

cablecast tIle programming free of charge. The problem is

that, for the most part, educational authorities halve fai ed

to take alivantage of the channel availability. Even whet.* the

channels have been used,"the probleMs which have plagued

educational broad asters for years rema4n. These problems
r

er.irTg around the question of most effectively.

)communicate through the programming, are fairly basic.

-=-IEducational authorities have little money(to purchase pro-
,

gramming for the channels. Note that this is just ifor,

"purchasing" the programming, not "producing". it. Most of

the prc[Lram material which has been used on the educational

access-channels comes from the various

vision libral4ies across the country. Some 'of this programMin, ;

was not 1ery good to begin with and is, often unsuited to the-
:

-specific needs of the local education =l authority. Primarily

for these reasons, programming is n

fund th educational access_____

channels. -The problems of Zack-of funds and poor program-
e i

'ing continue to haunt educators e en in so far as the app-
,

.lications to the educational access channel go,

t purchased {even when

The' riding c sts of developing the two-way interactive

systems for uses in eduz ion appears
.

4.

capabilities, of cabl

to be the major obstacle in front'of the most promising use

of the educational channels.

Almost no use has been, made of the 1,)cal a rnnrnent

9



access channels. C'ty council meetings andtrather dated

public service prop amming have made up the ))oulk of the pro-

gramming fare on the government access In-service

training for government employee and discrete services for

improvement of communication. between government agencies

appear to be the most promising use& of the goverriMent access

4

channel. However, many local governments apparently feel,

that they can)put their money to better use elsewhere.

The present situation with the access channels d es

cause a problem worth considering. The relative 1 ited use

of the channels points out the dimensions of -1.1.& allacies

/
which had beeh b ilt up when "blue sky' approaChes to cable

*---
technology tere more common. These "blue s17" proposals

typically r1Coked the economic realities, of the cable

television business. Not surprisingly, the National Cable

Telvision Association has all-along the way, gathered its

lobbying fortes together in combatting any '!blue sky" proposal

which might be detrimental to the cable television industry!s

economic well-being. What is needed now is reconsideration

and the development of'a new approach to protecting the public

\ interest in/developing cable echnology...

ACCESS;-TO -INFO OMMUNICATIONa;POLICY

/
One of the greatest ges of the current

ommunicatrri evol on is that it provides a means--
to the knowled e ecot y in which growth is no longer
synonyMous with consumption of natural re urces.9

'10
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The expanded channel capacity available in CATV systems

- is seen as potentially meetiqg the demands for increased ca-*

pacity to transmit large amounts of information through our '

communications system. This changing Orientation, from the

one-way broadcast system .to(the toss' lities offered by tw-

way infQrMation systeMs can ma ial difference in the

way the public comes to think about the communication system.

Communications policy should reflect this hag Orienta-

tion and, even now, be anticipating the change`.' This poten-

tial for pPeViding access to, information may be one,of the

more important aspects of providing access to media. The

Uni\ocl States has become a knowledge economy with informa-

-tion becoming the vital commodity.
__-

We must face/up to the fact that what is "needed now i

a public communications policy designed to fill the infor-

mational Oeds of the American public for the rest of this

century, and tegulatory rules that reward those corporations

that play a role in fill ng these needs."9 A crucial point

to be kept in mind when considering the development of commun-

ications olicy is that in order for cable television to
_

prosper, broadcast television must also prosper. In order

/for cabl

information delivery and exchange, h-cable,Systems them-
/

_selves must be allowed to rroi art mature. They can only

television to provide the facilities needed for

do this offerimr, the subscriber what he wants. At the

present time,_the subscriber wants a wide selection of high
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quality entertainment programs at a reasonable cost. In

,

time, after this need has been met, the subscriber will come

to want and eventually need and demand those other informa-
-

--tion_ se/vices which are as yet beyond the horizon. These

information services hold both great promise probleths in

terms of designing and eventually administering communication

polic decisions.

Bagdikian has warned that "communications polic like

all public policy, cannot be made in a social vacuum.

Ong of the prOblems we must be aware of in effectively design-
%)

a.ng communications policy is the potential liklihooa of

expandinz,the information gap. Katzman has noted that "when

communication techniques are applied to social problems,

the political implications of the widening gap'between the

infomatior/rich and poor become critical.".11 Katzman has

further-pointed out the relative ease of widening the infor-

mation gap even when closing the gap is the

cations policy. Ktzman states:

1 of communi-

New commu cation technologies,-do not alltothatically
solve--and may aggravate -- social ANDblems because,
of unequal use,. .,-With the aaoptice f a e

communication technblogy, people Wo.alr have
high levels of information an .abilit will gain
more than people' with lower iiitial levels. .

Tile widening gap-tends to' e associated with :\
initial economic and/b informational status to
Clearly than it As ociated with personal

ions -̀ techniques treat
infortatibn--ffaps, ore,. old gaps close.
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If the- potential benefits of the new te nolo.(cable
.

televi-sidn included) are not deliverately developed for use-

by individuals,then,widespread public access to imprOved

infoi7Mation'and communA,catioll is unlikely to be realised:

'Instead what Ls likely to happen is improved access to"

information on the part of businesses, goernments and other-

institutions in ways which'preclsude eases, access by the gen-

eral public. 'If this happens, then theeresult would be a

continuation of the trendg which has been developing over'the

past Several decades,and which has seen teOnological change

in fields other than communications create a widening gap

between what the individual jilas likely to know a. ;'what he

needed to know in order to partiCipate in ot;r,society,asia .

person, as a,citizen or as a member of the labor force and,,,.

0 in order to purchase and use intelligentl themidening

array,of available consumer goods and services- Technologi,

.ca.124chande in he communicalipons industries has 4dw created
. ,

the possibility substantially narrowing this gap. It is

essential -that communications policy Ilcitild'sat up structures

to.increase the probability of narrowing the, i nformation gap.

What form these structures should takeis a matter of con-

siderable debate, hOwever it seems that certain sygtem
; ,&

designs are worth 'Considering in the developmental stages of

formulating...g mole' useful communications

SYSTEM DESIGNS. CONSIDERED

Improvements in communication Arid methods of handling

4

13:
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information'dane brought about today when the expanded

dimensions of telecommunications technology are com4ined with.

the storage and retrieval capabilities of computers, Such

systems are already being developed, but it appears that

little thought has 'been given to ho(4 they should be organized

and coordinated to serve, the public interest, and what the

scope aid quality of their content should be. In aiding the'

development'of a socially ,conscious cornmunicatiops policy,
1 -----

two system proposals are particularly worthy of....consideration;

1) the Community InformationNetwor as proposed by the

Consumers Association, of Canada, and 2 the System-3 proposal

by EDUCOM.

The ConsuMers Association of Canada (CAC) has conceived

the idea of the Community infermqion Network with the goal

of creating a network of information systems under non-profit'

sponsorship. .The system is designed with the user .(consumer),
4

ratherithan the network owner, in.mind. The philosophy be-

'hind the'CAC design reveals:-
}

The revolUtion n communications technology 1.s trans-
f orming theAcollection storage,-retrieval, transfor-
mation, analysis, and disseminationof infOrmati-on

. . .14hile it has not been possible to conduct
extensive research on the planning for investment
in public information systems in Canada, the explor-
qtions that have been made, together with evidence
for the U.S., where Inhovation is- likely to be.us0
in a fashion 1,thi,gh gill allbw its full benefits -tb

, reach the public. . . .Among the total resources
' being devoted to research -and developMett of intor7

matioh systems, an inadequate proptirtioh appears to
being going into the development of systems for use
-by the-_general public. In short, both planning and
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development for the'new methods of communication
reflect, to-date 4t least, a,lack of determination
and imagination .,ip,exploiting the potential bene-
fits of the-new.,tibhnology in the public interest.13

CAC considers the speed of two-way communications made

possible by telecommUni0.4kdns facilities (primarily cable

based systems) linking compgters to users and attempts to

design a system which furthers the goal of making institutions

more res,ponsixe to the needs of the persons they sqrve. The

major stipulation made by CAC in proposing such a.,system is

A '4

that it be both non-government and non-profit', 'The CAC

proposal sees a large scale computer based Communicatilms

system for the general public growing out .of locally
4

com almuty information networks. these'loeal cothiriunity,infor-

mation networks would, at the start, concentrate on,dissemip-
,

ating inforthation about consumer goods and services. 10,

opportunities, education opportunities, government servAces

av4ilable.within the community, as well as other. infortha'

of interest to the community'. Ws type"of,public
1%.

information is seen by CAC as being vitally imporbant'to't4e9

individual and family dedision-making processes which are ht-

the very heart orthe economic .system. CAC pugWg fdr

the development of a system where individuals can have

"simple, standardized, and low costaccess.and entry methoOs"14

into the information network.

The consumer orientation of the CAC design _is virtuous-

in light of the need to fopmulate socially benefjcial'

J.

a
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communications policy. Thepragmatics of the proposal, how-

ever, are rudimentally left undefined. The only economic,

nuance CAC considers is based on system size: A laerger

,system increases the economic feasibility in their "conclus-

ion that a data base of sufficient scope and interest to

generate a high volume of enquiries is essential if the cost

per query is: be keptlow."15 The logistics of the network
,

t
k are also not make'clear.

6

Adiess to the network would_be readily available
0

, in a variety of locations, as would opportunities
to pttinformatibh on:the system. These locations
'might include libraAe", shopping centres, citizens'

clvispry-bureaus,,ogfices anti homes.l
O

4
t wa

/ wk.* q_

The, question of wht, pays for the system and -who administe

.

it is also left up in th.e air. EsSentially.CAC'says that-, ,1"\

t
we "-

.
.

/

;government will spay for. let and' bffers no estimate of the oSts.

CAC sees a newly formed non - government, hon-profit organize-

tion cdMing.into existence to administer the system. In the
e

United,'Staths, the problem§. which have occu'rred throughout

e. 1

.

the history of the Corporation for -Public Breodcasting might-

help develop a case against such a proposAl. The CAC infor-
*,

matidn.system proposal can serve as 4 focal point in devel-

oping communications policy, however in its unrefined state,
,

it'cannot be considered as a viable solution to the problems-
of access. to information.

EDUCOM's System-3 proposal, too, needS to be considered

° in a similar light. -The System-3-de

1.6

ign,* while much-more



detailed than the design offered by CAC, still is soff.eringe

`in its cdnsideration of the machanical pragmatics neededfor

actually implementing such a system. Neverthellps,

resents an interesting approach towards dqvelopi-6g a wholistic

communications system which would meet futureinfotmational

needs.

The System-3 proposal stresses the need for a two-way

interactive system being developed much more than the CAC

proposal. Structurally, the System-3 proposal is derived

from the recognition of two major2,communicatitons systems in

the-United States; 1) common carrier systems (telephone, .

telegraph, postal system), and 2) broadcatina (radio, tele-
?

vision, cable television). EDUCOK cOmments.on the artificial

dichotomy presented by the division of the two syStems:

Economic considerations'dictate that the technol-
ogies And the organization of the twocommunication
systems closely reflect their functions. That fact,
ho ever, severely limits the ease with which society
c!n extend the function of either system.-17

System -3 attempts to bridge this.gap by proposing a system

design which calls for .a collaborative effort between the

public and private sectors. The Corporation for Public

Broadcasting would be the representative of the public sector,

as well as a partner and shareholder in the private-sector's
,

, .

-.'contribution to the'system design. 18

The rationale for the System-3 proposal rests on.the

relative success of non-profit information retrieval networks

I 7
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(primarily in health and library sciences) combined with the

potential offered by the computer based o-way interative

systems.o The philosophical bases for t system,link two

concepts as being essential; 1) Broad her. g, and 2) Narrow-

casting. Broadgathering refers to th system's "ability to

collect data from many i entified points."19 The core of

the System-a network mu t be able to; receive data"from, -and-

, identify each individual terminal. Narrowcasting refers-'to

the system's "ability to direct information from the center

to some specified subset 'of the connected terminals. r20

Programming, or, in the stricter sense, information can be

directed to any one individual terminal orgroup of terminals.

In addition, taking ;into account the two-way ,inWactive

characteristic of the system, there would be the. ability to

direct information within a progrm.to meet the -needs of a
o

particular viewer. This would occur after a certain action.
.

had been-taken by the viewer. Perhaps( the most mundane

example of this would occur when the viewer chooses a partic-

ular, answer to a question withinan.instrb4ionl.program.",

and the following content (or consequences) is determined by

/ ,

the.viewers initial response to the question. This tapability

of combining Broadgathering,and Narrowcasting envisioned in

the System-3 design is labeled "Extended nfloadca.&ting.
1121 The

terminal needed in the System -3 design is very much like a

color teleVision Set having "only 14 pushbuttons and a light

'122
to distinguish it from such sets.

18
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Each terminal is Connected to the System-3 center.

'PtEDUCOMS describes the dimensions of such a center:

The System-3 center contains equipment for genera-
ting 'images, deciding whd gets what, manipulating
slides and films an even_ calling for help. It
is a display management center with library, file
and computation capability equal to its task....
Needless to say, each System-3 center cannot con-
tain all of the information represented by the union
of such information centers. They do not have to.
System-3 centers themsetves can be inquiry stations
on other System-3 networks. This-interconnection
pat/tern will permit the existence of substantively
organizes centers. One will deal with poisons and
a other with art treasures. Each will use local,
g ographically organized, System-3 networks for
t eir general information distribution function-. J.

Syste °centers will initiate progr ming as well as re-

biroa cast programming from.outside the system..

17

iEDUCOM divides the applicationls of such a system into

two general areas; 1) public applications, and 2), private .

'appl'cations. Public application include medical services,

libr ry services, instructional ervices, public safety and

othe s. , Some private applications include commercial compu-
.

tational services, and direct home marketing.

EDUC.OM ma a attempt' to consider' some of the problems

which would occilr in developing System-3. In administering
,

and directing the development of System-3, EDUCOM states:

We strongly believe that either the Public Broad-
casting Corporatidn or some other non-profit entity
committed to extended broadcasting should partic-.
Apete in the establishment of the commercial corpor-
ations that will serve extended broadcasting. We

"
444,

19
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.

believe that organizatio analogous to the Public
Broadcasting COrporation w 1 come into being in
the private sector. Broader in scope than now
existing program, distribution,networks, 'we believe
that these organizations will provide the nucleus
for the cpmmercial'exploitation.of extended broad-.
casting.24

,EDUCoM foreseee that CPB would coordinate the developmen5,of

programming for the entire System-3 network. In Adition, '

EDUCOM recommends that subsidies be offered to those corpor--

ations developing and marketing the terminals for System-I3

until the cost per unit for each terminal comes down to a

level affordable by the average consumer:

The most demanding problems with the development of a

'System-3 design center around the questions of regulation:

EDUCOM aeons aware of this, and proposes:

The primary regulatory problems facing the develop-
ment of extendeb broadcasting lie with the Federal
COmmunications Commission. Neither fish nor fowl,_.
neither common carrier nor brbadcasting, System-3
communicatiQa,must challenge both and demands
either the Astablishment of a new bureau or an
new agency.5

While the changes of creating a new agency seem quite remote

at this time, the problem presented here serves' to point out

how'the structural limitations imposed on the communications

industries by the FCC sari, in itself, be a potent force in

developing communications policy,

DEVELOPING COMMUNICATIONS POLICY

More tha'n any other factor, the expanding dimensions of e

"blue sky%applications of ca.blei'technology has brought to



)
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the.. forefront the need for developing a wholistic public com-

munications policy. In the past, the FCC has in effect,

-made communications.policy by structuring which industries

can do what. With the increased development in new communi-

cations technologies, this approach can only serve to put

' ,limits on out growth. Although it has not outwardly been

the case,-the structuring of individual communications indus-

tries would seem to be the fundamental problem at the heart

Of most media critics' attacks.

. It would seem that' the FCC has been-guilty of stratify-

ing their'approach to regulating commun-f-..c.ations in this

country. Rather than considering'the communications system

// as a wholec?tity, it has chosen to consider, the radio

A industry, the television industry, the cable television in-

dustry, the telephone industry, and others as indiVidual

entities. This necessitates very essential problems when

attempting to come to terms with an overall communications

policy which seems more and more needed as the demand for

access to information continues to increase.. By considering

individual communications industries apart'from one another,

the FCC,h-as in one e'nse, eased the pragmatics of regt0Catton
"-

by-'..TOr4ng_categories. However, in terms -o--f--ermurerting

,compinicatioris po1ipz.aild meeting' the communications needs

pDr-this,country, this appears to be' An arbitrary and con-

qtric-ting approach to the proceSs as a whole.
P

Vhat,,,,,ther14,teri b'e:done? Taking into consideration that

:21
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it does not seem realistic at this time to consider a radical

alteration in the structure of the commur9.cations poiicymaking

bodies within our government, the bulk of our attention should

be focussed on the reconsideration of the cable television

rules to be made by the FCC in 1977. More attention needs

to be directed towards making access to information for indi-

viduals (and this includes computer access to individual

citizens) a basic tenet in our communications policy.A

perspective should be taken whjch would key in op.closing the

information gap.

A tenable decision on the common carrier status of cable

syitems needs to be ,reached. It becomes more and more appar-

ent with,the expanding dimensions of able technology that a

common, carrier status would be valid

Unbiased estimates of.the_condition of the cable tele-
,/ A

vision industry need to be made 4fore reconsideration or

further rulemAking is initi4ted. Computer simulations of

economic-variables (expanded and updated fn scope from the

Comanor and Mitchell study26) need to be undertaken. The

feasibilities of initiating two -way interactive systems needs

to be investigated more fully. Policymakin should reflect

the best method of moving quickly to install two-way communi-

cations capabilities where these would be desirable. Turthei-,

consideration needs to be given to a variety of isktes.'

A summary of some of these follows:

qonsideration needs to be given to minimizing the ,private
eeosts of purchasing and installing. home terminals and '
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other means of access to information servicso that
the widespread distribution of these services to the
public will become possible.

Consideration should be given to combining telephone
and television communications and terminals in light
of the capabilities offered by the recent rapid develop-
ment of fiber optics and ot cross industry techno-
logical developments.

Consideration should be given to developing easy access
to communication and information services for those
people who wish to contribpte information into the
sys-gtem.

Consideration should be given to the development of -,
community information channels to'replace the function
offered by the public,,beducational, and government access
channels, with provisions made for either expanding
channel capacity when needed and/or initiating two -way
capabilities as a foundation for the channel.

Consideration should be given to undertaking a compre-
hensive investigation of the developing cable technol-

'ogieg and the possibilitiesgoffered by other related -

developing information technologies in order to determine
the most pragmatic solution to-our expanding informs-
tional needs.

Considerations such as these should be made prior to. the

-FCC making any decisions with regards to the retentir or
.

dismissal of preSent rules.

Ideally, what is needed at this time is a reconsidera-

tion of,the communications policymaking structures' ability

to deal with the development of new technologies. What is

proposed here is the formulation of an independently organized'

and funded commission, sufficiently broad in scope, to con-
.

sider the present,state of this country's communications

needs and the development of regulatOry structures which

would demand that those needs be met. The commission might

2 3 .



o consider the effects of such regulatory structures on

exist ng communications industries. It might be wise for the

commis i n -to cpnsider a system designed by .the fusing of

the CAC Community Information Network and the XDUCOM System-3

proposal as' a starting point in its discussions and eventual

recommendations. The resulting recommendations by the

ommission should include a number of proposed solutio

impl enting a socially conscious public communications

olicy which would meet the increased demand fox' access to

inforillation by individUals in an 'attempt to close theinfor-,

mation cap in the face of widening technological development,

41hether.such a commission ever-develops, or whatever

the directions the 1977 reconsideration of the cable &les

.. ..-

by the FCC takes, it should be
..

parent that the consequenceip .

. / .

. / ;,

of continuing to base'communication policy on past structures
" / : f ,

will continue to, battle the public interest. The effects of

doing this over a long period of ,time cannot be estimated,

>,

/'however, it cannot be denied that it will in come manner,

structure the flow' of information within our society.
s4

°

;
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